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Busy 2019 for the Civil Industry

Steel Reinforced Concrete (SRC) Pipe News

2019 continues the recent trend with many of those in the civil
sector we understand with a lot of work in front of them – a large
infrastructure spend on roadworks, irrigation, subdivisions and
commercial development all see civil contractors and supporting
industries working at full steam. Issues like lack of lead times,
scarce resources, and difficulties with the length of time and
complexity at the design / approvals stages, as well as availability
of skilled staff are all items that keep being raised in our industry.
These are not new issues for civil construction in Tasmania and
potential for a boom-bust cycle is something we have seen
before. It is our aim to continue to offer outstanding service to
our clients even in times of heavy workload and with rising
specification scope, not to mention demands around increasingly
complex construction details and tight scheduling arrangements.
Our advice is to engage with industry early, understand the skills
and availability of project resources, and be an INFORMED CLIENT
- your projects will likely benefit from this understanding and
perspective to proceed with realistic timing and lowest cost to
provide a “best value option” overall.

Concrete pipe manufacture and installation from our new facility
is going strong, with our range and capacity increasing to meet
the needs of our clients and contractors.
Currently in production are our DN1600 pipes for a major project
in Huonville (around 800 lengths), and you may also see our
recently manufactured DN1050 pipe on the Southern Outlet with
ZANETTO CIVIL completing a major TasWater project.
More pallets are on way to further increase our capacity, making
our plant able to cater for any size project and gear up when
needed. Our technical team are happy to work through any
details with you as needed for specific concrete pipe applications.

“Concrete pipe manufactured in Tasmania by
Tasmanians for Tasmanian construction projects”

HCP UNICULVERT NEWS
HCP has recently worked with THE BAKER
GROUP to use the new UNICULVERT mould
for a huge underground stormwater
detention storage unit in Northern Tasmania.
This system was used as part of wider on site
storage (including large shafts), designed in
consultation with the client and the team
from IPD CONSULTING, to resolve detention
challenges on this complex site. The structure
was completely modular, constructed in
precast components ready for install. With
the clever jointing system, careful planning by
THE BAKER GROUP around access and
excavation, and the overall ease of unit
installation the crew were able to install the
entire structure in just one day.

DETENTION STORAGE OPTIONS

LIDS
Hudson Civil Products have been working closely with clients and
designers in recent months on various projects to provide large and
small scale detention storage for stormwater.
Often due to downstream stormwater capacity constraints, Councils
and other authorities are increasingly asking for some portion of
stormwater flows to be stored on site – sometimes this can require
a large volume with site, footprint and level limitations requiring
innovative and novel solutions to efficiently and cost effectively
store flows.
Recent projects have included use of our smaller off-the-shelf
detention tanks (1KL and 2KL, often in series or in satellite layouts),
large bore concrete and plastic pipe options, custom pits, tanks and
shafts, and even for large volume storage our UNICULVERT tank
structures as a complete custom solution.
Many of our tank and pipe options are typically designed or can
often be modified to be trafficable, and can be worked in to fit with
your site and building layout to maximise usable space efficiently
and cost-effectively, even in tight spaces.
Our team collaborate with clients and designers to offer the best
solution for each site, including preparing shop drawings with
certified designs if needed, and we understand access challenges,
building requirements, and constructability limitations to work to
ensure your project runs smoothly and any option provides best
overall value, installation safety, and efficiency.

De Kleine Constructions,
Lenah Valley

Baker Group Riverside
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ORCA SURFACE DRAINAGE
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ORCA CHANNEL AT HUDSON CIVIL PRODUCTS
HUDSON CIVIL PRODUCTS is the Tasmanian distributor for
Australian made ORCA drainage products, including their fabulous
range of surface drainage products, drainage channel systems, and
custom grating works.
Used in some of Tasmania’s most exciting recent architectural
developments including the Silos Hotel and the new First Basin
Playground redevelopment, the ORCA range presents class,
functionality, and durability for years of heavy duty service.

Contact Hudson Civil or visit the website to see the range:

https://www.orcacivil.com.au/orca-drain/

SILO HOTEL PROJECT - ORCA GV200 channels with galvanised heelguard
The Basin, Launceston, Tasmania

grating set the threshold for the new Peppers Silo Hotel. Spanning across the
80m frontage the GV200 channels ensure that any run off from the carpark is
captured away from the hotel entrance. The ORCA galv ductile grates are
perfect for multi-use areas as they are heelguard, anti-slip and load rated up to
Class D. Meeting all applicable safety standards creates a safe environment for
guests and delivery vehicles.

TASMANIAN IRRIGATION PROJECTS COMPLETED
Two major irrigation scheme projects supplied by Hudson Civil Products have recently reached practical completion – both the Duck
Irrigation Scheme, and the North Esk Irrigation Scheme being finished in the last six months, with Shaw Contracting completing works on
both schemes with the support of Hudson Civil and other dedicated suppliers and sub-contractors. These were major exercises in
construction which will add value to the rural sector and Tasmanian economy for many years to come. Shaw Contracting and all
stakeholders are to be congratulated for delivering these outstanding schemes that will benefit these regions immensely.
Hudson Civil Products are proud to be the key supplier for many Tasmanian Irrigation projects, with our track record of successful product
supply and procurement management assistance ensuring that our clients can focus on delivering outstanding infrastructure.

